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book about the origin of life Paul Davies is a physicist but his interests are wide and one of those interests happens to 
be the question of life s beginning Dr Davies begins by noting that the probability of the self assembly by sheer 
random accident of even the most primitive life found on E Are We Alone in the Universe In this provocative and far 
reaching book internationally acclaimed physicist and writer Paul Davies confronts one of science s great outstanding 
mysteries the origin of life Three and a half billion years ago Mars resembled earth It was warm and wet and could 
have supported primitive organisms If life once existed on Mars might it have originated there and traveled to earth 
inside meteorites blasted i com How did life begin Did it start here by blind chance or by necessity or was Earth 
seeded by extraterrestrial visitors And if so how did they arise Physicist and science writer Paul Davies tackles these 
heavy questions and more in The Fi 
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